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EUGENE ENGLAND and DENNIS CLARK eds harvest
contemporary mormon poems salt lake city signature books
1989 316 ppap 149514.951495 paperback

reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english and chair of the american
studies program at brigham young university

for the latter day saint who keeps one eye peeled for the
millennium and the other fixed on the encroachmentsencroachments of babylon
the publication ofofharvestharvest contemporary mormon poems is both
a satisfaction and a consternation a satisfying confirmation that
many middle aged latter day saint poets are beginning to harvest
a literature commensurate with theirthen vision of the restoration and
at least as good as the writing of their gentile counterparts and a
consternation a storm warning that at least some younger mor-
mon poets while achieving significantly as artists seem to have
replaced their arimurim and thummimsThummims with self reflecting spectacles
that essentially make these artists no different from other contem-
porary poets harvest is nonetheless a significant gleaning and
harbinger the happy result of editorial collaboration of two ac-
complishedcomplis hed LDS poets and scholars A respectable but bifurcated
two toned book harvest gleans the best from fifty eight poets
including five respected gentiles and ex mormonscormons friends and
relations whose inclusion underscores the comparatively
remarkable accomplishment of latter day saint poets

the poets included in the first half of the book speak deeply
often movingly in a variety of voices and visions about life as
experienced by men and women deeply rooted in mormon soil a
mormon though not institutional poetry the other half of the
book speaks also movingly and with similar variety and poetic
skill about human life rooted in a universal soil many of these later
poems could have been written anywhere in western culture and
raise the question why are they included in a collection of mormonofmormon

poems as opposed to a volume of poems by mormonscormonsMormons the differ-
ence is significant for the future of mormon literature and the future
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

eugene england primarily responsible for the selection of
poems written by poets bomborn between 1901 and 1939 called
collectively the new tradition notes in his editors comment
that contemporary LDS poets

are generally university trained and therefore interested in
formal skill and experimentation yet like their mormon
predecessors they care deeply about ideas and values even some
extremely specific ones that they claim to know through religious
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experience and they act with energy to communicate those ideas in
confidence that they will be understood at least by fellow mormonscormons
285

england rightly asserts at least about the poets bomborn prior to 1939
that contemporary mormon poets demonstrate an unusually
healthy integration of skillful form with significant content 286
and praises clinton F larson as the planter who cultivated a poetry
that was both mormon and honestly reflective of personal feel-

ings 287 thanks to larsons liberating influence says england
mormon poets have written and continue to write in a diversity of
voices but all of them in their own way mormon 288

england makes no attempt to replow mormon literary history
and begins his selection with three decidedly mormon poems by
helen candland stark including winds world war 11II pub-
lished in the improvement era in 1943 with the inclusion of stark
and veneta leatham nielsen the editors thus represent and omit
such poets of the reliefreileRelicrelicsocietysociety magazine school as alice morrey
bailey christie lund coles vesta pierce crawford zara sabin
and ezra T poulsen poets who often wrote well variously
resisting their readers demands for more message than the post
T S eliot literary world finds comfortable uncompromisingly
new critical and blessedly non postpoststructuralstructural englandsglandsEn selec-
tions like his vision of the universe are whole and absolute with
beginnings middles and ends though he avoids inclusion ofany
humorous poetry such poems are admittedly sparse but there are
some good ones or any of the late elder S dilworth youngs
roughshod and decidedly non new tradition gems nor does he
include even one section ofaofA certain testimony R paul cracroftsCracrofts
impressive contribution to mormon letters via the epic a form
into which elder orson F whitney and alfred osmond had
ventured earlier but with considerably less success for these
omissions the compilers will have to answer to a higher editor

nevertheless the selection is rich and admirably inclusive
the best are there from arthur henry king marden J clarkdarkoark
edward L hart iris parker conycorry and clinton F larson to emma
lou thayne john S harris donnell hunter marilyn mcmeen
brown vernice wineera pere carol lynn pearson and sally T
taylor the first half of the volume is replete with well crafted and
mormon poems reflecting the vision of men and women who have
in various ways looked intensely at the world through the eyes of
the spirit and attempted with consummate skill to communicate
the ineffable

typical of such efforts is the moving my kinsman by
eugene england who apologizes needlessly for including his own
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verse and clarksdarksmarks in a harvest that his efforts as founding editor of
dialogue did so much to prosper which describes a father young
son by his side kneeling amidst his southern idaho crop and crying
to the lord

thou art the prince who holds my heart
and gives my body power to make
the fruit is thine this wheat this boy
protect the yield that we may live

and fear thrilled me on that hushed ground
so that I1 grew beyond the wheat
and watched my father take his hold
on what endures behind the veil

78 79

reflecting the faith of a believing people then most of the
poems of the new tradition center as a latter day saint artists
stewardship should in a deep felt awareness of mankindsmankinds indebt-
edness to the redemption freely proffered by christ and ofthepowerthe power
god has granted his children to sanctify themselves by overcoming
the world in such a reality latter day saints live move and have
their being it is their meat and drink and it is this covenant theology
that has moved saints from 1830 to the present to flee babylon
sacrifice the world and cross the spiritual plains to zion forging
enroute an evolving latter day mythos that becomes the soil not
merely a sprayedsprayedoned on nutrient for the latter day saint poet

in replowing the mormon christian myth in the soil that
nourished them mormon artists use poetry as what brewster
ghiselin calls an instrument of knowledgeknowledge5151 to confront and
render the world if they are honest they cannot write otherwise
aware of the charge to plumb microcosmic truths for macrocosmic
truths the mormon poet probes the symbolic in the startling
language and images of poetry creating disciplined crafted po-
ems that outdo the worldly poets while expressing the innateness
and immediacy of the divine As elouise bell concludes in this
do in remembrance of me every symbol has two halves but
to us falls the matching 95

A far different purpose seems to inform the selections of the
second halfof the volume made primarily by dennis clarkdarkoark from the
works of monmormonmonnonnon poets bomborn after 1939 a selection he entitles
new directions in his editors comment clarkdarkmark explains his

theoretical differences with coeditor england differences at least
partially responsible for the clearcutclear cut tonal bifurcation of the
volume addressing the tired head in sand question Is there a
mormon poetry instead of the more pertinent question what is
a mormon poem clarkdarkoark poses another question Is there a
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mormon audience for poetry 289 then he reveals his own
rooting in the humus of recondite and not very fertile structur-
alism he evokes the neuroanatomical arguments of frederick
turner and ernst poppelpoppei and the work on syntactical subordination
by noam chomsky by claiming that the audience of a poem
determines to a greater extent than its author what a apoempoemapremmeans
292911 clarksdarks italics most important to such audiences he insists

is not the irrelevant message of the poem but its sounds thus he
insists with more than a touch ofdogmatism the only criterion of
less value to me than subject matter in determining the quality of a
poem is message and the two are wed 292911 the result of clarksdarksnarks
standpoint is the confession in a book subtitled contemporary
mormon poems that not all of the poems he has selected are
related to mormon experience 290

in fact the poems clarkdarkmark has selected as representative of new
directions in mormon poetry some of them I1 would suspect over
englandsglandsEn raised eyebrows seem to spring less from the spiritual
and mythic roots of mormonism than from the self fascination of
much contemporary poetry thus we read deeply moved mar-
garet rampton munks universally appealing well honed lines as
she unblinkingly charts her course toward death from cancer but
they are certainly not a mormon response to life and death neither
is kathy evanss beautiful revery midnight reassembled
rooted in the mormon ethos in any way that I1 can discern

somewhere out there
in the immensity of night
a swan glides across
the surface of its own image
wings touching wings on the water
we touch the world this way

172

indeed we find only occasionally among the poets bom after
1939 that distinctively latter day saint voice the sensibilitythesensibility of the
believing poet whether it is because clarkdarkmark has privileged the
poems because of their sound or because they reflect a faltering
spiritual vision among younger mormon poets these poems are
testimonials to how the educated modem mormon poet has assimi-
lated the secular culture and modes of poetry repressing and
replacing soaring spirituality with earth bound humanism

fortunately there are notable exceptions making it possible
to hope that clarksdarksnarks criteria for selection may have distorted the
representativeness of the poems selected linda sillitoe for ex-
ample is represented not only by several decidedly non LDS
poems but also by song of creation lovely feminist lines about
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the mother and the father sharing in the creation of the world and
by letter to a four year old daughter about a childs discovery of
the martyrdom of joseph smith and there is rich spiritual depth in
randall L halls passover A mirrored epiphany in which the
christ on the cross suddenly realizes a truth that took his breath

stunned him suddenly with knowledge that the blood once
painted on the lintelslinkels and the door posts was his own 181833 we
are similarly moved by colin B douglass sweet canticlescanticles take
eat and his adoni cover me with thy robe by the back
handed evocation ofofmormonnessmormonnessMormonness in karen marguerite moloneysMoloneys
refreshing the truant officer recalls sweet maggie about an
ex wife whose mormon perfections intimidate her puzzled gentile
husband by bruce W jorgensensjorgensennJorgen sens quatrain weight of glory
and his moving folk ballad about joseph smith the light come
down all of these speak humanly from spiritual roots but more
typical of these poets when they begin to approach mormon
subjects is lance larsenslamsensLarsens passing the sacrament at eastgate
nursing home a portrayal of routine and sterile aaronic priest-
hood service in which the sacred ritual never rises beyond the
bikini splendor of the hunsaker twins or the lady in 243 who

wore her breasts at her waist 237 there is no hint of transcentranscendtranscen
dence or greening spirituality it is a competent earth bound non
mormon poem

despite or perhaps because of the questions this volume
raises about the nature of contemporary mormon poetry as a spiritual
thermometer of a people harvest should lie dog eared on every
reading mormonscormonsMormons nightstandnightstand virtually all of the poems would
compare favorably with anyones selection of modem poems many
of them go beyond to reveal a balance of spiritual vision and
painstaking craftsmanship that portrays an admirable present literary
reality and the promise of a distinctive distinguished andmormon art
in which faithful stewards of the word achieve an artistry based in
vision and achieve vision through artistry 1 as bruce W jorgensen
has written while we fulfill our innate godhood through the discipline
of experience 2

NOTES

brewster ghiselin foreword to modern poetry offesternoffofwesternestern america eds clinton F larson and
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bruce W jorgensen imperceptive hands some recent mormon verse dialogue 5 winter
1970 34 italics in original


